Advice and information

2009 Principals’ Conference
The biennial RYA Principals’
Conference will be held on 7/8
February at Wyboston in Bedfordshire
– a new venue with excellent facilities.

schemes, air your views and meet
and exchange ideas with other
principals. Coach/Assessors and
Trainers will also be invited.

This conference is for all
National Sailing Scheme, powerboat,
personal watercraft and windsurfing
principals. It’s your opportunity
to hear the latest on the training

The event is sponsored by Heath
Lambert and will include guest
speakers, discussion workshops,
input from experts and updates on
the various schemes. We will also

have various exhibitors demonstrating
the latest kit.
Your booking form should arrive
shortly. Make sure you return it by the
deadline to book your place. We look
forward to seeing you there.

To wear or not to wear
Our policy on the use of lifejackets and buoyancy aids
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Last Call
In November 2007, a 24 foot Bayliner
sports cruiser called Last Call
foundered off Whitby as she headed
out into a North Sea gale and steep
breaking waves. All three crew lost
their lives.
The weather and sea state were
clearly well beyond the conditions
for which the vessel was designed,
and were thought also to be well
beyond the capabilities of her
relatively inexperienced crew. A
matter of seconds after she had left
the shelter of Whitby harbour, Last
Call was overwhelmed by the large
and confused seas.
The MAIB found no evidence that the
skipper had taken a training course.
Although her crew seemed to have
some idea that the weather outside
the harbour would be rough, they had
little understanding of the limitations
of their craft.
The report stresses the importance
of training for all leisure boaters, as
well as having adequate handholds
for offshore vessels – two of her
crew fell out through the rear of her
cockpit as she took on the first large
wave.
The RYA continues to work with
bodies such as the RNLI and MCA
to ensure that lessons are learnt
by the boating public to reduce the
likelihood of rare, but nevertheless
tragic, accidents such as this.
You can view the full MAIB report via
the website www.maib.gov.uk.
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The RYA’s policy is now: ‘Wear a
lifejacket or buoyancy aid unless it
is safe to take it off.’
As Principals of RYA training centres
and instructors working at those
centres, this change in policy should
affect you very little. The safety
record at RYA centres is excellent,
so it is unlikely that you will need to
change your procedures.
At an RYA training centre, the
supervising instructor will continue
to make the decision based on
experience, the RYA training centre
guidance notes and relevant
instructor handbooks.

Dinghy sailors, beginner windsurfers,
users of open powerboats, personal
watercraft and yacht tenders should
wear a lifejacket or buoyancy aid, as
appropriate, at all times.
On board a sailing yacht or motor
cruiser, the skipper or instructor
should decide, taking into account the
weather conditions and experience
of the crew. Crew are not expected
to wear personal flotation when
securely moored or when below deck.
There will also be many occasions
underway when the risk of entering
the water is low, and an experienced
skipper may decide that lifejackets
are not required.

More flexibility
for Senior Instructors
A significant change has taken
place this year in the conditions
of recognition for small boat RYA
training centres. The change
concerns those who are qualified to
hold the position of chief instructor
and those who can supervise onwater activity.
Until recently, if you wanted to be
chief instructor of a training centre,
or supervise on-water activity, you
needed to be a Senior Instructor (SI)
in the relevant discipline. This
meant that if your centre taught
dinghy sailing, keelboat sailing and
windsurfing, you potentially had to
undertake three SI courses.
This has now changed, but the core
competencies of the roles have not
altered. We have recognised that

there are competencies common
to all SIs working as on-water
managers. The discipline-specific SI
training courses followed the same
basic structure and, indeed, the precourse workbook was the same too.
The main difference was the activity
that the course work was based on.
We identified the core competencies
and linked them to suitable specialist
knowledge for each discipline,
concluding that each SI could
supervise more than one activity,
depending on which type of basic
instructor awards they hold.
From March this year, dinghy
SIs have not been restricted to
supervising just dinghy groups
afloat. If they are suitably qualified
in another discipline, holding either

a Start Windsurfing or Keelboat
Instructor award as well, they may
now supervise either of those
activities without the need to attend
further training. The same would
apply to windsurfing or keelboat
SIs who have either Dinghy or Start
Windsurfing Instructor qualifications.
We hope this positive step will
help centres in several ways by
recognising competence, increasing
participation and enabling cover to be
provided for SIs who are on holiday or
away from the main centre.
Don’t forget that the guidance notes
for recognition are key to the success
of the schemes and reviewed every
year. If you have any suggestions
or comments on how to make
improvements, do let us know.

